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Slide guitar is a particular technique for playing the guitar that is often used in blues-style music. The
technique involves placing an object against the strings while playing to create glissando effects and deep
vibratos that make the music emotionally expressive.
Slide guitar - Wikipedia
Acoustic Guitar Resources: Acoustic Guitar Technique Guitar Lessons On Line Guitar Lesson Archive at
Harmony-Central, MIT An archive of the now-defunct Guitar Lesson of the Week archive, Jim's Chord Study
lessons, and many of the lessons from OLGA.
Acoustic Guitar Resources: Technique - museweb.com
The guitar is a fretted musical instrument that usually has six strings. It is typically played with both hands by
strumming or plucking the strings with either a guitar pick or the finger(s)/fingernails of one hand, while
simultaneously fretting (pressing the strings against the frets) with the fingers of the other hand.
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